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The parallel flow profile flattens during a relaxation event and 
numerical simulations with a two-fluid model demonstrate flow 

changes.

• Averaging over a relaxation event, there is net momentum generated 
consistent with experiment

• However, in these simulations the current is parallel to the magnetic field 
but in experiment it is anti-parallel

Multi-helicity simulation results 
(King et al. 2012)

MST radial measurements of parallel 
velocity (Kuritsyn et al. 2009)
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Nonlinear calculations examining the physics of flow relaxation 
are in progress.

• MST has considerable background flow between sawteeth

• MST typically has Θ~1.7, NIMROD at both Θ=1.6 and Θ=1.7

• MST has higher Lundquist number (S~105-106) NIMROD at S=5000 or 20000

• We will present a series of S=20,000 simulations with the above background 
flow profile, parallel or anti-parallel current, and different physics models:

– Single-fluid Ohms law

– Two fluid Ohms law and cold ions (no gyroviscosity)

– Two fluid Ohms law and warm ions (with ion gyroviscosity) 

MST Parallel Flow 
Measurements (Brower 
TTF Workshop 4/12/12)
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• Simulation parameters:

• Equilibrium is force-free paramagnetic pinch,

an Ohmic steady-state

• Reversal occurs dynamically in simulations

NIMROD solves the extended MHD equations.
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The flows generated at the relaxation event are determined by 
the direction of the current, although the magnitude does change 

considerably between the two cases with gyroviscosity.

J.B<0

J.B>0

MHD Two-Fluid, No GV Two-Fluid with GV
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Relaxation theories describe the preferred state of the plasma 
subject to certain constraints and are useful in predicting the 

relaxed states of RFP discharges.

• Taylor* recognized that the magnetic helicity was a more robust invariant 
than the magnetic energy in a plasma with dissipation

• Turbulent fluctuations dissipate energy faster than helicity

• In the resistive MHD model, the plasma will attempt to minimize its 
magnetic energy subject to the constraint that the total helicity be 
conserved, which leads to a relaxed state that satisfies

• NIMROD does not calculate the vector potential, but we can find it from the 
fields and a choice of gauge

• To measure how well helicity is conserved relative to energy, we will also 
need a gauge-invariant definition of helicity

* Physical Review Letters Vol. 33 No. 19, 1974
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A modified version of NIMROD is used to calculate the vector 
potential for calculations of magnetic helicity.

• We seek the vector potential that satisfies

• This can be seen as the solution to a variational problem minimizing

                                                                                     subject to

• The solution to this can be obtained from an artificial time-dependent 
problem:
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The magnetic helicity must be invariant to a gauge transformation 
for it to be a physically meaningful quantity.

• Recall that magnetic helicity is defined as

• A gauge transformation changes the helicity

• Gauss' Theorem only applies to a simply connected domain, so a cut is 
made for a torus that adds end-cap terms that are not gauge invariant

• Finn and Antonsen* proposed a gauge-invariant definition

with the restrictions:                                         ,                ,

• For a cylinder, we use:

* Comments Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 1985 Vol. 9 No. 3 pp. 111-126
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Two-fluid relaxation theories often focus on generalized helicities 
for each species; however, a gauge invariant definition is needed.

• Two-fluid helicities as defined in Hegna* :

• Expanding the helicity:

• The first term can be made gauge-invariant using Finn's definition

• The second term however is not as clear. With Finn's transformation and 
an arbitrary gauge transformation there remains

• This will vanish if the tangential species velocities are zero at the wall, but 
this does not necessarily hold in our simulations

* Physics of Plasmas Vol. 5 No. 6, 1998
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The relaxation theory predicts a flattening of parallel current and 
flow, although the flow flattening is not observed in the 

simulations.

• Two-fluid relaxation theory predicts flattening of current and flow

where     ,     , and        are global constants

Two-Fluid with Gyroviscosity, J.B>0 Two-Fluid with Gyroviscosity, J.B<0
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For NIMROD simulations without background flow at S=5000, the 
helicity is a more robust invariant than the energy, although the 

crash and recovery time scales are not well-separated.
Two-Fluid with GVTwo-Fluid, No GVMHD

J.B<0

J.B>0
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The S=20,000 simulations with background flow also conserve 
helicity well relative to energy. Additionally, the presence of 

gyroviscosity now significantly alters the ion helicity evolution.
Two-Fluid with GVTwo-Fluid, No GVMHD

J.B<0

J.B>0
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A previous NIMROD simulation at S=80,000 with J.B>0 but 
without a background flow profile was also analyzed for helicity 

conservation.

• The helicity now appears to be an even more robust invariant compared to 
the magnetic energy at the crash

• The crash and recovery time scales are well-separated

• Flow is generated in the parallel direction at the relaxation events

Simulation data courtesy of Jacob King*

* Physics of Plasmas 19, 055905 (2012)
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Conclusions

• Two-fluid physics is measured to be significant on MST and indicates that 
current and flow relaxation are coupled

• Relaxation-induced changes in parallel flow are observed in NIMROD 
simulations with a two-fluid model, although the direction is inconsistent 
with the experimental measurements

• A background flow profile breaks the symmetry

– No significant change in the direction of driven flow

– With gyroviscosity, the magnitude does depend on the current 
direction and this is consistent with changes in quasilinear dynamo 
structures observed with warm ions and parallel flow

• Magnetic helicity is observed to be a more robust invariant than the 
magnetic energy

– States after the relaxation event do not have spatially uniform parallel 
momentum, in contradiction to theory predictions

– Two-fluid helicity measures are not strictly gauge-invariant
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Future Investigations

• In the experiment, the dominant electric field drive is localized at the 
poloidal gap and may strongly affect m=0 modes resonant near the 
boundary

– NIMROD is being modified to add a spatially non-uniform axial electric 
field with several different spatial profiles being considered

• Momentum transport is observed to be considerably reduced without m=0 
mode coupling (F=0 discharges)

– Modifications to NIMROD will allow feedback on the reversal parameter 
to investigate how the absence of m=0 coupling affects simulations

• The relatively high Prandtl number (P
M
=1) in the simulations may be 

limiting the responsiveness of velocity fluctuations

– Simulations with lower Prandtl number are underway

• The parallel viscosity is expected to be important in the experiment and 
will be investigated in future simulations
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Preliminary Drift-Tearing Calculations

• Cosine profile for sheared component, perfectly conducting boundary just 
before second null (scale length pi, xmax~<pi)

• Density gradient is tanh profile, scale length 1
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The tearing growth rate is modified with the density gradient.
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Real frequencies are harder to pick out but we have data for 
d_i=0.500. It looks to be different from the electron drift 

frequency by a factor of 4.

• w_*e tau_A=1/2 * beta * d_i * ky / L_n
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The eigenfunction is modified with large density gradient.
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A secondary mode structure is observed at later time, potentially 
a resistive drift mode.
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